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EXPOSURE DRAFT
PROPOSED STATEMENT ON STANDARDS
FOR ACCOUNTING AND REVIEW SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PREDECESSOR
AND SUCCESSOR ACCOUNTANTS

JANUARY 23, 1981

Prepared by the AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee
for comment from persons interested In accounting and review services

Comments should be received by May 29, 1981, and addressed to
Natalie Brecker, AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee, File 9325
AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036

M811040

SUMMARY
This proposed statement on accounting and review services amends SSARS 2 by deleting footnote 8 in paragraph 16 of that statement, which reads as follows; "The successor accountant may
wish to consider the guidance in SAS 7, Communications Between Predecessor and Successor
Auditors, in determining what communications, if any, with the predecessor accountant are
appropriate, giving due consideration to the different objectives of compilation, review, and
audit engagements."
This proposed statement would not change the basic position in SSARS 2 that a successor
accountant is not required to communicate with a predecessor in connection with acceptance of an
engagement to compile or review the financial statements of a nonpublic entity. However, this
proposed statement does identify circumstances that may cause a successor accountant to decide
to communicate with a predecessor, and it provides examples of the inquiries that might be made.
This proposed statement requires the predecessor accountant to respond promptly and fully to
such inquiries in ordinary circumstances. It also provides guidance on additional inquiries a
successor accountant may wish to make of a predecessor to facilitate the conduct of the successor's compilation or review engagement,

AICPA

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York. New York 10036 (212)575-6200

January 23, 1981

An exposure draft of a proposed statement on standards for accounting and review
services entitled Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Accountants
accompanies this letter.
This proposed statement, which amends SSARS 2 by deletion of footnote 8 in
paragraph 16 of that statement, provides guidance to a successor accountant who
decides to communicate with a predecessor accountant in connection with acceptance
of an engagement to compile or review financial statements of a nonpublic
entity. It requires the predecessor accountant to respond promptly and fully to
such communications in ordinary circumstances. The proposed statement also provides
guidance on additional inquiries a successor accountant may wish to make of
a predecessor to facilitate the conduct of the successor's compilation or review
engagement.
The exposure draft does not change the basic position in SSARS 2; that is, it does
not require a successor accountant to communicate with a predecessor accountant
in connection with acceptance of a compilation or review engagement.
Some members of the committee believe that, consistent with the standards for
auditors in SAS 7 (AU Section 315), a successor accountant should be required to
communicate with the predecessor accountant in connection with acceptance of any
engagement (compilation or review) involving unaudited financial statements of
a nonpublic entity. They believe that a requirement for a successor to communicate
with a predecessor accountant is not unreasonable in relation to the benefits that
may be obtained from such a communication.
Other members of the committee believe that a communication should be required only
in connection with acceptance of an engagement to review financial statements.
They consider it reasonable to require a successor to communicate with a predecessor
accountant only when the accountant undertakes to express limited assurance on
the financial statements.
Comments or suggestions on any aspect of the exposure draft will be appreciated.
The committee specifically solicits comments on the basic issue discussed in the
preceding paragraphs. The committee's consideration of responses will be helped if
the comments or suggestions refer to specific paragraph numbers and include
supporting reasons.

Written comments on this exposure draft will become part of the public record of
the AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee and will be available for public
inspection at the offices of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
after June 15, 1981.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Miller, Chairman
Accounting and Review Services Committee

Thomas F. Kelley
Vice President - Technical

This exposure draft has been sent to
* practice offices of CPA firms
* members of AICPA Council and technical committee
chairmen
* state society and chapter presidents, directors, and committee chairmen
* organizations concernedw i t hregulatory, supervisory, or
other public disclosure of financial activities
* persons who have requested copies

PROPOSED STATEMENT O N STANDARDS FOR ACCOUNTING AND REVIEW SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PREDECESSOR AND SUCCESSOR ACCOUNTANTS

1. This statement provides guidance to a successor accountant who
decides to communicate with a
predecessor accountant in connection with acceptance of an engagement to compile or review the financial statements of a nonpublic
entity, 1 It requires the predecessor
accountant to respond promptly and
fully to such communications in
ordinary circumstances. This statement also provides guidance on additional inquiries a successor accountant may wish to make of a
predecessor to facilitate the conduct
of the successor's compilation or
review engagement

tion or review engagement, but he
may decide to do so, for example,
when circumstances such as the Following exist;2

2. The following definitions apply for purposes of this statement:

4. Except as permitted by the
AlCPA's rules of conduct, an accountant is precluded from disclosing any confidential information obtained in the course of a professional
engagement without the consent of
his client Accordingly, when the
successor accountant decides to
communicate with the predecessor,
the successor should request the client (a) to permit him to make inquiries of the predecessor accountant and (b) to authorize the predecessor accountant to respond fully
to those inquiries. 3 If the client refuses to comply fully with this request, the successor accountant
should consider the reasons for and
implications of that refusal in connection with acceptance of the
engagement.

successor accountant — an accountant who has been invited to make
a proposal for an engagement to
compile or review financial statements or who has accepted such an
engagement.
predecessor accountant — an accountant who has resigned or who
has been notified that his services
have been terminated and who, as
a minimum, was engaged to compile
the financial statements of the entity
for the prior year or for a period
ended within twelve months of the
date of the financial statements to be
compiled or reviewed by the successor,

INQUIRIES IN CONNECTION
WITH ACCEPTANCE OF AN
ENGAGEMENT
3, A successor accountant is not
required to communicate with a
predecessor accountant in connection with acceptance of a compila1

This statement amends SSARS 2 by
deletion of footnote 8 in paragraph 16
of that statement.

a. The information obtained with
respect to the prospective client
and its management and principals is limited or appears to require special attention.
b. The change in accountants takes
place substantially after the end
of the accounting period for
which financial statements are to
be compiled or reviewed.
c. There have been frequent changes
in accountants,

5, When the successor accountant decides to communicate with
the predecessor, his inquiries may
be oral or written and ordinarily
would include inquiries concerning
(a) information that might bear on
the integrity of management (owners), (b) disagreements with management (owners) about accounting principles or the necessity for
the performance of certain procedures, (c) the cooperation of management (owners) in providing
additional or revised information,
if necessary, and (d) the predecessor's understanding of the reason
for the change of accountants.
6, The predecessor accountant
should respond promptly and fully
when he receives inquiries of the
types described in paragraph 5.
However, if the predecessor decides,
due to unusual circumstances such
as impending litigation, not to respond fully, he should indicate that
his response is limited. The successor accountant should consider the
reasons for and implications of such
a response in connection with acceptance of the engagement,
OTHER INQUIRIES

7, The successor accountant
may wish to make other inquiries
of the predecessor to facilitate the
conduct of his compilation or review
engagement. Such inquiries, which
may be made either before or after
acceptance of the engagement,
2
Accountants should be aware that SAS 7,
might include questions about (a)
Communications between Predecessor inadequacies in the entity's underand Successor Accountants, applies
lying financial data, (b) the neceswhenever an accountant has been resity to perform other accounting
tained, or is to be retained, to make an
examination of financial statements in
services, and (c) areas that have
accordance with generally accepted aurequired inordinate time in prior
diting standards.
periods:
3
The successor accountant is not precluded from making these inquiries be8. A successor accountant also
fore making a proposal for the engagement.
may wish to obtain access to the

5

6
predecessor's working papers. 4 In
these circumstances, the successor
accountant should request the client to authorize the predecessor to
allow such access. It is customary
in such circumstances for the predecessor accountant to make himself
available to the successor for consultation and to make available certain of his working papers. The
predecessor and successor should
agree on those working papers that
are to be made available and those
that may be copied. Ordinarily, the
4

Statements on accounting and review
services do not specify the form or content of the working papers that an accountant should prepare in connection
with a review engagement and are silent
regarding the working papers, if any,
that would be prepared in a compilation
engagement- Accordingly, a successor
accountant ordinarily would inquire
about the nature of the working papers
prepared by the predecessor before deciding that access would be helpful.

EXPOSURE

DRAFT

predecessor accountant should provide the successor access to working
papers relating to matters of continuing accounting significance and
those relating to contingencies.
Valid business reasons, however,
may lead the predecessor to decide
not to allow access to his working
papers. Further, when more than
one accountant is considering acceptance of an engagement, the
predecessor should not be expected
to make himself Or his working
papers available until the client has
designated one of those accountants
as the successor.

9. The successor accountant
should not make reference to the
report or work of a predecessor accountant in his own report, except
as specifically permitted by SSARS
2 or SAS 26 with respect to the financial statements of a prior period.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
REPORTED ON BY
PREDECESSOR ACCOUNTANT
10. If during his engagement
the successor accountant becomes
aware of information that leads him
to believe that financial statements
reported On by the predecessor accountant may require revision, he
should request his client to communicate this information to the predecessor accountant. Paragraph 42 of
SSARS 1 provides guidance to the
predecessor accountant in determining an appropriate course of action.5
If the client refuses to communicate
with the predecessor or if the successor accountant is not satisfied
with the predecessor's course of action, the successor would be well
advised to consult with his attorney.
5

SAS 7, paragraph 10, provides guidance
when the financial statements have been
examined by a predecessor auditor.

